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Abstract  

Vedic Astrology is an ancient Indian science which explains planetary motions and positions with respect 

to time and their effect on humans and other entities on earth. With the individual birth charts one can 

predict various stages of events in humans like Education, Jobs, Health, Marriage, Children, and 

Prosperity etc. According to the Indian Society of Assisted Reproduction, infertility currently affects 

about 10 to 14 per cent of the Indian population, with higher rates in urban areas where one out of six 

couples is impacted. Nearly 27.5 million couples actively trying to conceive suffer from infertility in 

India. Now a days many childless couples are resorting to Artificial insemination methods. The success 

rate of children is only 10-30% depends upon the type of methods used. In this paper, it is discussed how 

Vedic Astrology is useful for predicting time for going to Artificial insemination methods and increase 

the success rate of having children. 
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Introduction 

Jyotisha Shastra has been widely discussed in Vedas. In Rigveda through 30 shlokas, In 

Yajurveda through 44 shlokas and in Adharvana Veda through 162 shlokas, the astrology is 

deeply discussed. In ancient Puranas the Jyotisha Shastra referenced many places. Vedic 

astrology has many branches. Siddanta astrology deals with Astronomy and its applications. 

Samhita covers Mundane astrology, predicting important events related to countries such as 

war, earth quakes, political events, astro - meteorology, financial positions, electional 

astrology; house & construction related matters (Vaastu Shaastra), animals, portents & omens 

etc. Hora (Predictive astrology) covers important events in human life like Jod, Marriage, 

Children, Health and prosperity etc. Due to change of Indian Culture over the years, our 

traditions and hence life styles are changing. Now a days both husband and wife are leading 

busy lives, in that process enough time is not given to family life, causing derived problems 

like not having children, not able to bring up the children properly, Health issues etc. In India, 

it is observed that around 4.5 lakh couples are suffering for want of children and going for 

infertility Hospitals for artificial fertility. 

 According to the Indian Society of Assisted Reproduction, infertility currently affects about 

10 to 14 percent of the Indian population, with higher rates in urban areas where one out of six 

couples is impacted. Nearly 27.5 million couples actively trying to conceive suffer from 

infertility in India. 

 

Udyoga parva states 

Infertility is the big worrying factor to the government and not only to the individual couples. 

It will affect the social and interpersonal relationship. The outcome of infertility will have its 

effect on different aspects of the life of the individual and nation. In India, women suffer from 

the brunt of the social, psychological and physical consequences of childlessness. 

Childlessness destabilized marital bonds with gendered consequences. For women, 

motherhood is not only a foundation of status and power; it is the only opportunity for women 

to ensure their marital security. Women experience abuse, exclusion, rejection and 

stigmatization at the couple, household and societal level, while men experienced minor 
taunting, teasing from friends.
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Materials and Methods adopted for the Study 

Generally, to investigate infertility, the birth chart of the 

native is studied for the promise of children. 5th house and 

Jupiter as karaka are responsible for children. If there is a 

promise of children in birth chart then only proceed to further 

and determine the reason for delay of children. If there is no 

promise of children in birth chart, the adoption of children is 

suggested. The reasons for delay may be due earlier janma 

shapas (purva janma karmas), Self-induced delay (using 

contraceptives), Medical abnormalities etc. The childless 

couples who require artificial insemination methods are 

determined based on Vedic Astrology. By studying the Dasha 

and Antardasha, the proper time for going to Artificial 

Insemination methods is predicted with the help of astrology 

and advise the native to implement the same at that particular 

time and observe the results are observed. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Methodology Flow Chart 

 

Basic Promise of Children through birth chart 

These should be seen from lagna, Moon and karaka Jupiter 

 The Jupiter or Venus in lagna gives many children.  

 The lagna lord conjoined with or aspected by benefics 

many children. 

 The lagna lord and 5th lord in own signs or exchange sign 

indicate good promise. 

 2nd lord in lagna/ 5th house or their exchange gives 

children  

 Beej or Kshetra Sphuta and their lords must be strong. 

 Lagnesh and 5th lord should be related and well placed it 

good houses in birth and Saptamsha chart.  

 Jupiter, Moon, Venus and Mercury are in any good house 

jointly or severally without malefic influence.  

 Jupiter is strong and 5th lord aspected by Lagnesh.  

 Strong Jupiter aspects 5th house and Moon, Mars and 

Venui are in their own Navamsha.  

 5thlord is related with strong 2nd, 9th or 11th lord in a gooc 

house and aspected by a benefic.  

 Putra Saham (sum of longitudes of Jupiter-Moon+ lagna) 

strong & well aspected and Jupiter's transit over it/ its 

trines. 

 5th lord and Jupiter and their depositors are strong and it 

benefic Vargas.  

 enus/ Moon in own sign is related with 5th house/ lord or 

Jupiter. 

 Lagnesh or 5th lord is in 1, 2, 3, 9 or 11th house.  

 If 5th house/ lord weak, but 9th and 10th house/ lord are 

strong.  

 Sun or Moon with Rahu in lagna/ Arudh lagna aspected 

by benefics.  

 If the Navamsha lord of the 5th lord or of mid-point of 5th 

house, is conjoined with or aspected a benefic like 

Jupiter/ Venus, one may acquire children.  

 If the Navamsha lord of Jupiter is in a Kendra and is 

conjoined with or aspected by benefic/ (s), there will be 

acquisition of children.  

 If the 5th lord and the Lagnesh or their Navamsha lords 

exchange places, there will be acquisition of children.  

 If the Navamsha Lord of 5th house joins 5th house with a 

benefic, acquisition of children is indicated.  

 If the Bhava Madhya (Mid-point) of 5th house falls in a 

Navamsha of Venus, one may have many children (more 

daughters), as Venus indicates fecundity and is one of the 

qualification of begetting many children. 

 Benefics alone in 4th house or Jupiter exalted in 6th house 

or 5th & 7th lords in 11th house or all the malefics in 12th 

house or a malefic as 5th lord in 5th house are good for 

progeny. 

 The Jairnini's Putra-karaka (the planet with fifth highest 

longitude san the sign) should be strong and well placed. 

 In a female chart, Mars, Saturn and Rahu are in Kendra/ 

Trikone; or Mercury, Jupiter and Venus together in any 

house; or lagna and 9th lords in 7th, 7th lord in 11th and 

11th lord in 5th indicate many children.  

 As per Saptrishi Nadi, a strong 5th and 10th house and 

their lords are better indicator of the promise. Again 3rd 

being house of valour and stamina and 5th being 3rd of 3rd 

house, without strong 3rd house/ lord, it is difficult to 

have a child.  

 The Saptamsha has the most crucial role in indicating 

promise of children through its lagna, 5th house and their 

lords. 

 

Artificial Insemination Methods 

Artificial insemination (AI) introduces sperm into a woman’s 

uterus, allowing her to get pregnant without sexual 

intercourse. It can be conducted with donor sperm or the 

intended father’s sperm. Women may undergo artificial 

insemination if they’re struggling with infertility, or the 

inability to conceive despite having regular unprotected sex. 

AI can combat male factor infertility from inadequate sperm 

count, motility, or manoeuvrability. Women may undergo 

artificial insemination if they’re struggling with infertility, or 

the inability to conceive despite having regular unprotected 

sex. AI can combat male factor infertility from inadequate 

sperm count, motility, or manoeuvrability. It’s also a solution 

for female infertility from thick cervical 

mucus, endometriosis, or abnormal reproductive organs. 

There are two methods through which Artificial Infertility 

methods performed. 1. Intrauterine Insemination (IUI) and 2. 

Intracervical Insemination (ICI). In both the methods, the 

timings of insertion of semen is very important. Here, Vedic 

astrology is of immense help for predicting time. 

 

Astrological combinations for Artificial Insemination 

 In mother’s birth chart, there should be positive basic 

promise of child birth. 
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 In mother’s chart, Moon and Mars controlling 

menstrual cycle should be afflicted by Saturn/Rahu, 

Indicative of obstruction in her reproductive organs. 

 Jupiter, the natural karaka of progeny, is weak/ill 

placed to indicate that birth has been manipulated by 

extraneous forces rather than through Divine grace. 

 The 5th lord from lagna and Moon are afflicted. 

 

Let us examine a birth and Navamsa charts (Fig. 2 & Fig. 3) 

for seeing the Artificial Insemination prospects. 

The native is having Scorpio lagna. The lagna lord Mars is 

with Ketu in 11th house. The 5th lord Jupiter is in 5th house 

with retrograde in Gandamoola Nakshatra. 9th lord is in 5th 

house with Rahu, and both are in same nakshatra of Saturn 

and are in mutual aspect with 6th lord Mars associate with 

Ketu. Influence of Mars and Rahu on 5th house indicate 

children not with Divine grace but artificial conceiving. In 

Navamsa, the native is having Aquarius lagna. The Jupiter is 

in Pieces with Rahu, Ketu axis, afflicting 5th lord Mercury and 

Moon, while depilated Mars afflicting Sun-Saturn combine. 

This again indicates not natural conceiving.  

 
Mo Ra 

JuR 
   

 
Birth Chart 

 

  

 
AS Sa Ve 

Ve 
Su Me Ma Ke 

 

Fig 2: Birth Chart 
 

Ke Ju    

AS Sa Su Navamsa Chart Ma 

  

 Mo Me  Ra Ve 
 

Fig 3: Navamsa Chart 

 

Predicting the time for having children based on Vedic 

Astrology: 

If progeny is promised, the time of pregnancy is indicated by- 

 Pregnancy may be expected during dasha/ Antardasha of 

powerful among lagnesh, 5th lord, 7th lord, 9th lord, 

Jupiter, Moon, Rahu, thei depositor or Navamsha lord, 

planets in 5th house or aspecting 5th house/ lord.  

 Saturn and Jupiter's connection with lagna and Lagnesh, 

5th house/ lord or 9th house/ lord through PAC from lagna 

and Moon. 

 The distance of 5th lord to Lagnesh or 5th house denotes 

time interval to get pregnant. 

 Close relation among any two of the following-5th lord 

from ascendant, Moon, Jupiter, Jaimini Putra Karaka and 

from Karakarnsha lagna. 

 Presence of unafflicted Mercury in 5th house indicates 

early and repetitive pregnancy. 

 Strong Jupiter/ Venus in 1st, 5th, 7th or 9th house. 

 Any of the above in Navamsha and/ or Saptamsha. 

 During transit, Saturn and Jupiter separately influence 5th 

house/ lord. 

 In transit, Lagnesh, Jupiter, 5th lord and 9th lord conjoin or 

aspect each other. 

 In transit, Jupiter enters the sign or Navamsha of 5th lord 

from Lagna, Moon or Jupiter. 

 In transit Jupiter influence Santaan Saham, 5th pada or 

Putra Karaka. 

 In transit, Mars and Venus together aspect 1, 5, 9 or 10th 

house/ lord. 

Let us examine another Birth chart for predicting time of 

pregnancy. 

 
 Ve Ra 

Ju 
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Chart 

 

  

Ma Me Ke 

Mo 

 

 

Fig 4: Birth Chart 
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Ra Birth Chart  
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Fig 5: Navamsa Chart 

 

The native has Libra lagna. Lagna lord Venus is strong in 9th 

house. Rahu in 5th house, 5th lord Saturn retrograde in 3rd 

house and associate with Moon. 9th lord Mercury is in 11th 

house associate with Sun, Ketu and aspecting 5th house 

indicating difficulty in getting children. In birth chart, 22 

Drikkana lord is Saturn. The putra karaka Jupiter in trick 

house (8th) indicating difficulty for children. 

 

In Birth chart Mars and Moon afflicted by Saturn and Rahu. 

The Jupiter is in trich house (8th) and weak. 5th lord Saturn 

and Moon are afflicting. All these are indicating having 

children not by Divine grace but with Artificial methods. 

Further, in Navamsa, Karaka Jupiter is in trick house (12th). In 

Saptamsa, Karaka Jupiter is debilitated. 

The Dasha for the native is studied. The native is advised for 

Artificial Insemination methods during Rahu maha dasha with 

Jupiter Antar dasha period (15-1-2020 to 9-6-2022) in which 

time the Jupiter and Rahu is favourable.  

 

Test Results and Analysis 

Around 15 birth charts, who are suffering for not having 

children have been collected for study. The birth charts are 

filtered and considered for further study, only the persons who 

are having promise of children in their horoscope and 

presently not having children. This is further filtered and 

taken as per Vedic Astrology, only natives who will have 

children through Artificial Insemination methods. The 

native’s Dasha and Antardasha is analysed and predicted the 

time for having the children. The implementation observed. 

After implementation, the results are as follows 

Total Birth Charts of Child less natives considered: 15 

Birth Charts having Promise of Children: 10 

Suggested for Artificial Insemination methods: 3 

Timing predicted based on their Dasha system: 3 

Number of people had pregnancy: 2 

 
Table 1: Results Analysis 

 

S. No. Details 
No. of 

Persons 

1 No of people had promise of children 10 

2 
No. of people suggested for Artificial 

Methods Yatra/Temple Visit 
3 

3 No. of people had prediction of Time Homa 3 

4 No. of people had children Artificial fertility 2 
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Fig 6: No of persons 

 

Conclusion and Future Scope of study 
In this paper it is explained how Vedic Astrology is useful for 

finding people who will get children through Artificial 

Insemination methods, If there is a promise of children in the 

native’s birth chart and still not having children. The timing 

(Muhurtha) of having the children based on native’s Dasha, 

Antardasha is predicted for going artificial fertility. The test 

results are encouraging and showed that Vedic Astrology is 

useful for having children. For the future study, it is suggested 

to take a large number of infertility couples’ samples and 

predict and suggest the timing for having children and 

consolidate the results. 
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